
Mrs. Lee 

Physical Science 
 
5th week 2nd 9 weeks 
 
This week we will be completing Chapter 2.  Please read sections 2.7 - 2.9 and complete the 
questions at the end of the section.  Wednesday is complete missing assignment day.  Please 
complete any missing assignments and turn them into me at: mlee@floydbroncos.com or 
575-562-0154.  

2.7 The Force of Friction 

Learning Objective 

Describe friction and its direction when an object slides. 

Friction is a force that opposes motion or attempted motion. It can occur when one 
object rubs against something else.* Friction occurs for solids, liquids, and gases. An 
important rule of friction is that it always acts in a direction to oppose motion. If you pull 
a solid block along a floor to the left, the force of friction on the block will be toward the 
right. A boat propelled to the east by its motor experiences water friction to the west. 
When an object falls downward through the air, the force of friction, air resistance, acts 
upward. Friction always acts in a direction to oppose motion. 

Friction is due to surface bumps and also to the “stickiness” of the atoms on the 
surfaces of the two materials. The amount of friction between two surfaces depends on 
the kinds of material and how much they are pressed together. The friction between a 
crate and a smooth wooden floor is less than the friction between the same crate and a 
rough floor. And, if the crate is full, the friction is more than it would be if the crate were 
empty because the crate presses down harder on the floor. 
 
When you push horizontally on a crate and it slides across a factory floor, both your 
force and the opposite force of friction affect the crate’s motion. When you push hard 
enough on the crate to match the friction, the net force on the crate is zero, and it slides 
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at a constant velocity. Notice that we are talking about what we recently learned—that 
no change in motion occurs when ΣF = 0. 
Friction Is Universal 

Learning Objective 

Relate friction to different areas of scientific study. 

Friction is the opponent of all motion. If an object moves upward, friction pushes it 
downward. Whenever two objects are in contact, friction acts in such a way as to 
prevent or slow their relative motion. 

Your body is well adapted to a friction-filled environment. The fingerprint ridges in your 
palms and fingers increase surface roughness and so enhance friction between your 
hands and the things they touch. When your hands are wet and water partially fills in the 
troughs between the ridges, friction is reduced—and it’s easy for a glass or plate to slip 
from your grip. Your toes and the soles of your feet are similarly patterned with grooves 
and ridges that help you grip the surface of the ground. If not for the friction between 
your feet and the ground, your feet would slip out from under you like smooth-soled 
shoes on ice when you try to walk. It’s friction between her hands and the rock that 
holds the climber to the nearly vertical mountain face (Figure 2.17). Can you see the 
reason why rock climbers often rub chalk on their hands to absorb hand perspiration 
before a climb? 

Astronomy has its share of interesting friction effects as well. Shooting stars or meteors 
are bits of material falling through Earth’s atmosphere. They are heated to 
incandescence by friction with the gas particles that make up the atmosphere. For some 
tiny dust grains, micrometeoroids, air resistance is enough to slow them sufficiently so 
that they do not burn up. Instead, they fall gently to Earth and accumulate, adding 
hundreds or thousands of tons to Earth’s mass every day! 

Although friction is often useful, there are many situations in which it reduces efficiency, 
and minimizing it would save energy—for example, inside most machines. So industry 
employs chemists to develop lubricants that minimize friction. Lubricants reduce friction 
by separating two contacting surfaces with an intermediate layer of more slippery 
material. Then, instead of rubbing against each other, the surfaces rub against the 
lubricant. Most lubricants are oils or greases. Currently, chemists are trying to develop 
lubricants that won’t evaporate at high temperatures or freeze at low temperatures, 
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won’t lock when called upon to carry heavy loads, and won’t leak through gaskets and 
seals when spun at high speeds. 

Earthquakes are an Earth-science phenomenon that depends in an obvious way on 
friction. Earthquakes happen when adjoining, massive blocks of rock are pushed or 
pulled in different directions. The blocks of rock, locked together by friction, resist 
motion until the stress becomes too great. At that point, friction is overcome, the blocks 
of rock let go, and they slip into new positions, releasing energy that vibrates the Earth. 

Technology 

Reducing Fluid Friction 
Have you experienced frustration with ketchup that resists flowing from a bottle? Or with 
mayonnaise that stubbornly remains behind in a jar? Or paint that sticks to the inside of 
a pail when the pail is “empty”? The culprit is unwanted friction. In 2012, a new product 
called LiquiGlide was invented at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) that 
greatly reduces friction and enhances slipperiness. 

LiquiGlide is a transparent thin film that adheres to the inner surfaces of the smooth 
walls of glass, plastic, ceramic, or metal containers. The film surface is impregnated 
with nano-sized grooves. At this point, LiquiGlide is not yet slippery; not until a specially 
customized liquid is introduced that nestles in the grooves to form a coating held in 
place by capillary forces. This liquid coating creates a slippery surface fixed to the 
interior surface that enables the liquid product, ketchup for example, to easily slide from 
the bottle. The ketchup is not in contact with the glass or plastic bottle, but with the 
customized film coating. Hence the near frictionless flow of the ketchup, which pours out 
of the bottle leaving nothing behind. What works for ketchup, however, won’t work for 
mayonnaise. Each specific liquid coating in the grooves of the LiquiGlide works with the 
product liquid. One customized coating for ketchup, another for spaghetti sauce, and 
another for mayonnaise. 

LiquiGlide is without flavor, odor, and is composed of non-toxic FDA-approved 
materials. Furthermore, the coating does not interfere with recycling. A container 
completely clean of the once-held product improves recycling and decreases waste. 
Watch for this amazing new reducer of friction—not only in bottles in your kitchen or 
bathroom, but in medical devices, oil pipelines, and in yet unexpected places. 



2.7 The Force of Friction 

20.How does the direction of a friction force compare with the direction of 
motion of a sliding object? 

21. If you push on a heavy crate to the right and it slides, what is the 
direction of friction on the crate? 

22.Suppose you push on a heavy crate, but not hard enough to make it 
slide. Does a friction force act on the crate? 

2.8 Speed and Velocity 

Learning Objective 

Distinguish between different kinds of speed and velocity. 

Speed 

Before the time of Galileo, people described moving things as “slow” or “fast.” Such 
descriptions were vague. Galileo was the first to measure speed by comparing the 
distance covered with the time it takes to move that distance. He defined speed as the 
distance covered per amount of travel time: 

Speed= 

Distance covered 

Travel time 
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Speed=Distance coveredTravel time 

Speed is a measure of “how fast.” For example, if a bicyclist covers 20 km in 1 h, her 
speed is 20 km/h. Or, if she runs 6 m in 1 s, her speed is 6 m/s. 

Any combination of units for distance and time can be used for speed—kilometers per 
hour (km/h), centimeters per day (the speed of a sick snail). The slash (/) is read as 
“per” and means “divided by.” In science, the preferred unit of speed is meters per 
second (m/s).  

Instantaneous Speed 

Moving things often have variations in speed. A car, for example, may travel 
along a street at 50 km/h, slow to 0 km/h at a red light, and then speed up to only 
30 km/h because of traffic. At any instant, you can tell the speed of the car by 
looking at its speedometer. The speed at any given instant is the instantaneous 
speed. 

Average Speed 

In planning a trip by car, the driver wants to know the travel time. The driver is 
concerned with the average speed for the trip. How is average speed defined? 

Average speed= 

Total Distance covered 

Travel time 



Average speed=Total Distance coveredTravel time 

Average speed can be calculated rather easily. For example, if you drive a 
distance of 80 km in 1 h, your average speed is 80 km/h. Likewise, if you travel 
320 km in 4 h, 

Average speed=Total Distance coveredTravel time=320 km4 h=80 km/h 

Note that when a distance in kilometers (km) is divided by a time in hours (h), the 
answer is in kilometers per hour (km/h). 

If you get a traffic ticket for speeding, is it because of your instantaneous 
speed or your average speed? 

Since average speed is the entire distance covered divided by the total time of 
travel, it doesn’t indicate the various instantaneous speeds that may have 
occurred along the way. At any moment on most trips, the instantaneous speed is 
often quite different from the average speed. 

If we know average speed and travel time, the distance traveled is easy to find. A 
simple rearrangement of the definition above gives 

Total Distance covered=Average speed×Travel time 

Total Distance covered=Average speed×Travel time 

For example, if your average speed on a 4-h trip is 80 km/h, then the total 
distance covered = 80 km/h × 4 h = 320 km. 

Velocity 



When we know both the speed and direction of an object, we know its velocity. 
For example, if a vehicle travels at 60 km/h, we know its speed. But, if we say how 
fast it moves at 60 km/h to the north, we specify its velocity. Speed is a 
description of how fast; velocity is a description of how fast and in what 
direction. Velocity is a vector quantity. 

Constant speed means steady speed, neither speeding up nor slowing down. 
Constant velocity, on the other hand, means both constant speed and constant 
direction. Constant direction is a straight line—the object’s path doesn’t curve. 
So constant velocity means motion in a straight line at a constant speed—motion, 
as we shall soon see, with no acceleration. 

Motion Is Relative 

Everything is always moving. Even when you think you’re standing still, you’re 
actually speeding through space. You’re moving relative to the Sun and stars, 
although you are at rest relative to Earth. At this moment, your speed relative to 
the Sun is about 100,000 km/h, and it is even faster relative to the center of our 
galaxy. 

When we discuss the speed or velocity of something, we mean the speed or 
velocity relative to something else. For example, when we say that a space 
vehicle travels at 30,000 km/h, we mean relative to Earth. Unless stated otherwise, 
all speeds discussed in this book are relative to the surface of Earth. Motion is 
relative . 

2.8 Speed and Velocity 

23.What equation shows the relationship among speed, distance, and 
time? 

24.Why do we say that velocity is a vector and speed is not a vector? 
25.Does the speedometer on a vehicle show the average speed or the 

instantaneous speed? 
26.How can you be at rest and also moving at 100,000 km/h at the same 

time? 
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2.9 Acceleration 

Learning Objective 

Define acceleration, and distinguish it from velocity and speed. 

Most moving things usually experience variations in their motion. We say they 
undergo acceleration. The first to formulate the concept of acceleration was 
Galileo, who developed the idea in his experiments with inclined planes. He found 
that balls rolling down inclined planes rolled faster and faster. Their velocities 
changed as they rolled. Further, the balls gained the same amount of speed in 
equal time intervals 

You experience acceleration when you’re in a moving bus. When the driver steps 
on the gas pedal, the bus picks up speed. We say that the bus accelerates. We 
can see why the gas pedal is called the “accelerator.” When the bus driver 
applies the brakes, the vehicle slows down. This is also acceleration because the 
velocity of the vehicle is changing. When something slows down, we often call 
this deceleration. 

Consider driving a car that steadily increases in speed. Suppose that, in 1 s, you 
steadily increase your velocity from 30 km/h to 35 km/h. In the next second, you 
steadily go from 35 km/h to 40 km/h, and so on. You change your velocity by 5 
km/h each second. 

Acceleration=Change of velocityTime interval=5 km/h1 s=5 km/h⋅s 

Can you see that a car has three controls that change velocity—the gas pedal 
(accelerator), the brakes, and the steering wheel? 

In this example, the acceleration is described as “5 kilometers per hour-second” 
(abbreviated as 5 km/h · s). Note that a unit for time enters twice: once for the unit 
of velocity and again for the interval of time in which the velocity is changing. 
Also note that acceleration is not just the change in velocity; it is the change in 
velocity per second. If either speed or direction changes, or if both change, then 
velocity changes. 
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When a car or motorcycle makes a turn, even if its speed does not change, it is 
accelerating. Can you see why? Acceleration often occurs because the 
motorcycle’s direction is changing. Acceleration refers to a change in velocity.  

Hold a stone at a height above your head and drop it. It accelerates during its fall. 
When the only force that acts on a falling object is that due to gravity, when air 
resistance doesn’t affect its motion, we say that the object is in free fall. All freely 
falling objects in the same vicinity undergo the same acceleration. At Earth’s 
surface, a freely falling object gains speed at the rate of 10 m/s each second.  

Acceleration=Change of velocityTime interval=10 m/s1 s=10 m/s2 

We read the acceleration of free fall as “10 meters per second squared” (more 
precisely, 9.8 m/s2). This is the same as saying that acceleration is “10 meters per 
second × second.” As stated before, the unit of time, the second, appears 
twice–once in the unit of velocity and again for the time during which the velocity 
changes. 

The ball leaves the thrower’s hand at 30 m/s. Call this the initial velocity. The 
figure uses the convention of up as positive and down as negative, indicated by a 
minus sign (−). Notice that the 1-s interval positions correspond to changes in 
velocity of 10 m/s. 

Aristotle used logic to establish his ideas of motion. Galileo used experiment. 
Galileo showed that experiments are superior to logic in testing knowledge. 
Galileo was concerned with how things move rather than why they move. The 
path was paved for Isaac Newton to make further connections of concepts in 
motion. 
Hang Time 

Learning Objective 

Apply the equations of motion to the act of jumping. 
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Some athletes and dancers have great jumping ability. Leaping straight up, they 
seem to defy gravity, hanging in the air for what feels like at least 2 or 3 s. In 
reality, however, the “hang time” of even the best jumpers is almost always less 
than 1 s. What determines hang time? Just what you’d expect—how high you 
jump. 

It is common to overestimate how long the best jumpers stay in the air and to 
overestimate how high people jump. You can test your own jumping ability by 
performing what’s called a standing vertical jump: Stand facing a wall with your 
feet flat on the floor and your arms extended upward. Make a mark on the wall at 
the top of your reach. Then jump, arms outstretched, and make another mark on 
the wall at your peak. The distance between the two marks measures your vertical 
jump. If it’s more than 0.6 m (2 ft), you’re exceptional. 

A standing vertical jump of 1.25 m is a record breaker. The best basketball stars 
can’t top this. At the top of a jump, right when you stop going up and are about to 
start coming down, your speed is zero and you are at rest.  

What determines jumping ability? Your jumping ability increases with the length 
of your legs and with the strength of your leg muscles. If you look at the bodies of 
animals that specialize in jumping—frogs, kangaroos, and rabbits, for 
example—you’ll see that they all have elongated and very muscular hind legs. 

2.9 Acceleration 

27.What equation shows the relationship among velocity, time, and 
acceleration? 

28.What is the acceleration of an object in free fall at Earth’s surface? 
29.Why does the unit of time appear twice in the definition of acceleration? 
30.When you toss a ball upward, by how much does its upward speed 

decrease each second? 

 



 

 


